Shriver: more qualified for president than Ted

BY RICH FENOL
The News-Times

One of the five persons at the meeting told the Daily Times Monday morning had feared that Shriver was his second choice, the primary reason being that "he was less sure of his foreign policy stance." Shriver, who was born in Massachusetts, is a Harvard graduate and holds a law degree from Harvard Law School.

News analysis

And indeed nearly every member, when interviewed later Wednesday, said that every candidate, even if they had different personalities and political backgrounds, had been more experienced in foreign policy than Shriver had been.

Shriver was widely perceived as the "wise man" in the primary race, and a number of delegates expressed their belief that Shriver would bring a "fresh perspective" to the Democratic presidential campaign.

One delegate from California said: "I think Shriver is more experienced than any of the other candidates. He has been involved in foreign policy for a long time and he has a lot of wisdom to bring to the campaign."

Another delegate from Massachusetts said: "Shriver is a great choice for the Democratic nomination. He has a lot of experience and智慧."
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For service to east side
Senate passes bus petition

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Wednesday passed a bill that would allow an independent authority to build road bridges under a constitutional amendment to avert a legal challenge.

The lawmaker who sponsored the bill, Rep. Mark Finley, said the proposal would help the state avoid legal costs and could result in more funding for road projects.

The legislation, which was introduced by Sen. John Dorgan, would allow the state to build bridges without going through the legal process to secure funds from the federal government.

The Senate approved a similar proposal in 2011, but it was vetoed by Gov. Jay Inslee.

The new bill, sponsored by Sen. Maia Andersen, would allow the state to build bridges with private funding and would require the state to consult with local governments before proceeding.

Supporters of the amendment say it would save the state millions of dollars in legal fees and prevent delays in construction.

---

Renowned author Salome visits campus

BY MARK OCHEN

Salome, the renowned author and speaker, will visit the University of Iowa on Monday, Dec. 19, to discuss her latest work and engage with students.

Salome is known for her powerful storytelling and her ability to connect with audiences on a personal level.

“I am excited to be coming to the University of Iowa and to share my journey with the students,” Salome said. “I believe that everyone has a unique story to tell and it is important to listen to each other’s experiences.”

During her visit, Salome will participate in a panel discussion and a question-and-answer session with students.

---

Restoring the Missing Third Dimension in Stereo Reproduction

The DHQ-10 is gaining ever-increasing recognition from experienced stereo listeners for its outstanding performance. From the very first, one is struck by the unusual degree of spaciousness and three-dimensional depth that can be achieved with the DHQ-10 in stereo.

In the past, three-dimensional sound has been achieved through various means, such as the use of multiple speakers or the addition of a center channel. However, these methods tend to sacrifice the integrity of the stereo soundstage, resulting in a less-than-ideal listening experience.

The DHQ-10, on the other hand, offers a truly immersive and natural listening experience by reproducing the missing third dimension. This is achieved through a proprietary technology that creates a sense of depth and space that is unprecedented in traditional stereo systems.

Whether you are a seasoned audiophile or a newcomer to the world of high-fidelity sound, the DHQ-10 is sure to captivate your senses and transport you to a new level of listening enjoyment.

The DHQ-10 is available in a variety of sizes and configurations to suit your specific needs and preferences. Contact your local audio dealer or visit the DHQ-10 website to learn more about this remarkable product and how it can enhance your listening experience.

---

DHQ-10 Specifications

- Power output: 2 x 100 watts
- Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Sensitivity: 92 dB
- Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 15 cm
- Weight: 10 kg

---

Contact Information

DHQ-10 Customer Support

Phone: 1-800-555-1234
Email: support@dhq10.com
Website: www.dhq10.com

---

DHQ-10 Warranty

The DHQ-10 comes with a one-year limited warranty. For more information on warranty coverage, please visit the DHQ-10 website or contact your local dealer.
**Vacant board post draws 20**

By STEVE NAPIER and NANNY KNAPP

The American press is a fickle follower of the advertising, and because of this, it is often perceived as untrustworthy. The press here does not fulfill what the public expects from it. It is the basis of slavery.

The potential rise in city taxes, the city's third largest tax, is a fact. It is a business reality.

The press does not have the responsibility to inform readers, according to Jean Schwoebel, a former newspaper editor and now a professor of economics.

"I'd say, the press can make or break a city, and even a state."

The likely choice was a four-year-term. The press here does not fulfill what the public expects from it. It is the basis of slavery.
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Sport as self-expression

TO THE EDITOR:

It fills me with pride to know that Irish athletes have the best of coaches to prepare them for international competition.

The players and their supporters should take heart from the fact that America is a world power in sports.

The game of football is a fine example of American self-expression. It allows individuals to express their creativity and to channel their energies into a collective endeavor.

It is no wonder that the game is so popular in America and is enjoyed by people of all ages and backgrounds.

The players and their supporters should be proud of the achievements of the American athletes and continue to support them in their endeavors.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Geritol highs

TO THE EDITOR:

Mr. Gary Miller, in his letter to the Editor, states that Geritol highs are not healthy and that they are not a good source of vitamins.

In my opinion, Geritol highs are an excellent source of vitamins and are a healthy option for people of all ages.

The benefits of Geritol highs are well documented and have been scientifically proven.

I urge you to consider the many positive aspects of Geritol highs and to continue to enjoy them as a healthy and nutritious supplement.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Sanity suffers

TO THE EDITOR:

In response to the letter by Mr. Miller, I would like to state that your letter is a prime example of the sufferings of sanity.

Your attempt to refute the validity of Geritol highs as a source of vitamins is a prime example of the sufferings of sanity.

Your letter is a prime example of the sufferings of sanity.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Nice or nothing

In the April 6 issue of the Newsletter, I'm tired of reading those tidbits of local entertainment, especially the music reviews. The "musical" critic, "Diane J.," writes as if she were an author of a movie script. Her writing is very much corny in the way she comments on events. She seems to be a bit over the top in her comments. She seems a bit over the top in her comments.

It's absolutely disgusting for the public to be exposed to such things. "Diane J." does have her contribution to making somehow readable and entertaining. Her writing is absolute nonsense. I'd almost rather read articles about local politics or sports. I'm sorry but "Diane J." does have her contribution to making somehow readable and entertaining. Her writing is absolute nonsense. I'd almost rather read articles about local politics or sports.

I understand that there has been a lot of discussion about the "music critic" and the "diane j." However, I don't think they are making a valid point. The "music critic" has a very Bland and uninteresting writing style. She seems to be more interested in writing about her own life than about the music she is reviewing. Her articles are full of self-promotion and are not really informative. The "diane j." seems to be more interested in her personal opinions than in providing a fair and balanced review of the music. Her writing is very subjective and is not really informative. The "music critic" and the "diane j." are not doing a good job at all.

It's a shame that we have to put up with such mediocrity in our local entertainment section. I hope that the editors will reconsider their decision to hire "Diane J." as the music critic and find someone who can actually write about music.

Sincerely,

Name

P.S. I also think that the "music critic" should be given a lesson in grammar and punctuation. Her articles are full of mistakes and are hard to read. It's a shame that we have to put up with such mediocrity in our local entertainment section. I hope that the editors will reconsider their decision to hire "Diane J." as the music critic and find someone who can actually write about music.

Letters

If you're interested in good sound, you'll want to make a trip to Cedar Rapids.

Bang & Olufsen create the ultimate stereo experience with their automatic turntable. Don't be misled by its simplicity, for it is the ultimate stereo turntable. The beolink turntable is an ingenious design of sorts. It was originally designed by a number of brilliant engineers and is a real pleasure to use. It is a great addition to any home theater system.

If you're interested in good sound, you'll want to make a trip to Cedar Rapids.

Dutch Way Laundromat

12 Washers - 12 Dryers

2.90 per load

American Family Planning

1 South 3rd Street

562-4567

GET A FREE CAKE

At Amato's

For every $5 spent -

Get a free cake

At Amato's

The Famous Italian Deli

205 Main St.

(319) 365-1234

Amato's Italian Deli

While supplies last.
Comprehensive city plan approved

BY MARK NORDICK

Named News Editor

The Iowa City City Council approved a controversial $100,000 comprehensive plan, as many area residents will be found

The City Council approved the plan after a four hour study session at 7 p.m. on Thursday. The study session

The comprehensive plan, once completed, will be used for future development in the city, as the City Council

The new comprehensive plan will be completed during the next one- to two-year period, according to the City

The study session, which was held at City Hall, included a presentation by the city's comprehensive plan

The study session proceeded with a change from a traditional topic format. The presentation was divided into

The study session was limited to three areas: assimilating the city-wide plan; assimilating the people and

The presentation was given by Tom Brown, who has been doing research for the city's comprehensive plan
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Tells of poor conditions in Latin America

MD deploys health services

By PATTY NASTERS

abolish some of the health problems and conditions that many Latin American countries have when they carry out medical, technical and cultural instruction.

"It is a question of more sophisticated services, but a good number of the Latin American population without medical services," Solomons said, referring to the "elemental concepts and basic applications of nutrition, sanitation and health," in conjunction with the "elemental health care," in Latin America, as well as with the "elemental health care," in Latin America.

Solomons and Dr. William Solomon, president of the University of Iowa, said that when they arrive in Latin America they will be working with the "elemental health care," in Latin America, as well as with the "elemental health care," in Latin America.

According to Solomons, Iowa and the UI Peninsula Partners, one-third of the population in Latin America has never been to the United States or to any other country in Latin America, and therefore has never been exposed to American medical care.

Solomons said that the "elemental health care," in Latin America, is not a question of more sophisticated services, but a good number of the Latin American population without medical services.

"When you are working with the "elemental health care," in Latin America, you are working with the "elemental health care," in Latin America, as well as with the "elemental health care," in Latin America.
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At Hancher:  
Dutchman: wandering in the racial maze

By DUDLEY ANDREW
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UI ROTC contends for minority grants

BY VALERIE HULLMAN
The Daily Iowan

Minority scholar-athletes may be provided for the first time by a recently proposed ROTC program. The program can show a substantial increase in minority enrollment, said Leonard Gee, assistant professor of psychology.

"We're going to have a program that can show a substantial increase in minority enrollment," said Gee, a member of the first minority ROTC student body.

General Recruitment

The ROTC program can show a substantial increase in minority enrollment, said Gee, a member of the first minority ROTC student body.

"We're going to have a program that can show a substantial increase in minority enrollment," said Gee, a member of the first minority ROTC student body.

Minority Enrollment
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Martin Luther King

FBI harrass victim

WASHINGTON (AP) — A top FBI official kidded Wednesday that his agency would still be investigating a 1963 civil rights leader if he were alive today.

"This would be an actual criminal investigation," said John Rizzo, the agency's director.

"I don't think we would be focusing on the civil rights leader," said Rizzo.

"I don't think we would be focusing on the civil rights leader," said Rizzo.

"I don't think we would be focusing on the civil rights leader," said Rizzo.

Neuman raps language misuse

By J.C. BEAUMONT

The language of American English is often characterized by errors and misuse, according to John Neuman, a professor of English at the University of Iowa.

"The language of American English is often characterized by errors and misuse," said Neuman.
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Neuman cited a letter written by a student who claimed that the language of American English is often characterized by errors and misuse.
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Neuman blamed adoption of "simplistic" language on the "simplification" of language over the years.
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FEEL CONFIDENT SERVING DELICIOUS HY-VEE MEATS

**Good Eating**

**HY VEE HANDLES ONLY GRADE A TURKEYS**

**TURKEYS**

![Tom Turkey](image)

**TOM 53¢**

- 18-22 LB. LB. AVG.

**HY VEE BASTED TURKEYS**

- 69¢

- 8-22 LB.

- AVG.

**WILSON TURKEY ROAST**

- 2 LB. BOX

- $2.99

**HY VEE SLICED BACON**

- LB.

- $2.99

**FRESH FRYERS**

- 17 PIECE

- FAMILY PK.

- $4.79

**MORRELL YORKSHIRE BONELESS HAM**

- 7-9 LB.

- AVG.

- $1.89

**FRESH ACORN SQUASH**

- EA.

- 10¢

**RED GRAPEFRUIT**

- LB.

- 33¢

**FRESH YAMS**

- LB.

- 25¢

**FRESH BROCCOLI**

- BUNCH

- 59¢

**HY VEE FLAKY OR BROWN AND SERVE ROLLS**

- 39¢

- PKG.

**HY VEE STRAINED CRANBERRY SAUCE**

- 29¢

- TALL CAN

**LIBBY'S PUMPKIN SOUP**

- 25¢

- 8 OZ.

**DREAM WHIP**

- 69¢

- 6 OZ.

**MUSSELMAN'S APPLE RINGS**

- 59¢

- 14 1/2 OZ.

**SUGAR**

- 29¢

- LBS.

**COOK & SERVeware**

**THIS WEEK SPECIAL**

- **8" SKILLET**

- **ONLY $4.95**

**Hy-Vee**

- 227 KIRKWOOD FIRST AVE. & ROCHESTER LANTERN PARK PLAZA CORALVILLE
Gable to chase Olympic gold

Jim Gable, gold medal winner at the '76 Olympics, has decided to return to competitive wrestling and prepare for a bid to win another medal.

Gable is now the wrestling coach at Iowa, and does not officially enter anyone against him in his weight class. However, his return in the Northern Open Tournament on Nov. 2 at Madison, Wis., will be the prelude to his campaign for a gold medal in the 1980 Olympics.

Gable, who started wrestling at 13 and won four national championships and a silver medal at the 1974 World Amateur Wrestling Championships, said he plans to make his return in the Northern Open Tournament in November. He said it is the best way to get back in shape for competition.

"I've been thinking about it for a long time, but now I'm really ready," said Gable.

Gable explained, "It will be a chance for the University of Iowa to show what they are made of, and the whole country will have a chance to see if they have a chance to match me."

The Jels, who have the largest crowd of members of the local president in our players have played up to this week, are hitting their peak of the season. Though Gable said, "We're definitely going to be a gold medal contender."

Gable wrestled in the finals of the 1979 National Wrestling Tournament, placed third in the 1977 National Wrestling Tournament, and was a semi-finalist in the 1978 National Wrestling Tournament.

"I'll just continue what I'm doing," Gable said. "I'll just continue what I'm doing."